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We discuss the design for a discrete, immediate, simple relativistic positioning sys-
tem (rPS) which is potentially able of self-positioning (up to isometries) and oper-
ating without calibration or ground control assistance. The design is discussed in
dimension two on spacetime (i.e. one spatial dimension plus one time dimension),
in Minkowski and Schwarzschild solutions, as well as in dimension three (i.e. two
spatial dimensions plus one time dimension) in Minkowski.
The system works without calibration, clock synchronizations, or a priori knowl-
edge about the motion of clocks, it is able to self-diagnose hypotheses break down
(for example, if one clock temporarily becomes not-freely falling, or the gravita-
tional field changes) and it is automatically back and operational when the assumed
conditions are restored.
In the Schwarzschild case, we show that the system can also best fit the gravi-
tational mass of the source of the gravitational field and stress that no weak field
assumptions are made anywhere. In particular, the rPS we propose can work in a
region close to the horizon since it does not use approximations or PPN expansions.
More generally, the rPS can be adapted as detectors for the gravitational field and
we shall briefly discuss their role in testing different theoretical settings for gravity.
In fact, rPS is a natural candidate for a canonical method to extract observables
out of a gravitational theory, an activity also known as designing experiments to
test gravity.
PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here
Keywords: Relativitic positioning systems
I. INTRODUCTION
General Relativity (GR) is, first of all, a framework for defining physical theories in which
one can obtain an absolute (i.e. independent of the observer) description of Nature. As such
it is assumed as the most fundamental framework for describing the classical regime and
any description of physical events in that regime should comply to it.
Surprisingly, there are a lot of things that can be described in a covariant way (from
dynamics to conserved quantities, from some frameworks of Hamiltonian formalism to sta-
bility). Although this program is carried out in many instances, in many other cases this is
not what actually happens. For example, astronomers are routinely measuring the positions
of stars in the sky, their mutual distances, the age of the universe, or the deflection angles
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Discrete rPS 2
nearby massive objects (which are usually thought as “the angle” between two spacelike
vectors applied at different points in space). The NAVSTAR–GPS is paradigmatic of this
attitude: it measures users’ positions in space. Moreover, it relies on keeping clocks syn-
chronised despite their motion and the different gravitational potential they experience.
None of these quantities are covariant.
In view of this lack in covariance, one can either accept that these quantities depend on
conventions (e.g. protocols to define synchronisation at a distance) and describe in detail
the conventions used, or one can reduce them to measuring coincidences, which are the only
absolute quantities one can resort to. While the first strategy is often tacitly assumed, the
second one, which is relativistically more appealing, it is hardly ever tried out in practice
(with some exceptions; see1).
Most of the time we keep assuming to live in a Newton space and time, though with
some corrections due to what we learned in the last century. That is particularly evident
with NAVSTAR–GPS which was originally designed to work in a Newtonian space with
corrections due to GR (including special relativity (SR) corrections, in particular).
Of course, the approximations are very reasonable since the gravitational field of the
Earth happens to be weak enough to justify them and this is why NAVSTAR–GPS works
well despite its poor theoretical design. The design of Galileo Global Navigation Satellite
System (Galileo–GNSS) better integrates GR, though still on a post-Newtonian regime,
thus not providing a qualitatively different approach under this viewpoint, e.g. it still relies
on the weak field approximation; see2–4.
Recently, it has been argued that a completely new, qualitatively different, relativistic
design for positioning systems (rPS) is needed; see5–9. These should be based on a cluster of
transmitters (or clocks) broadcasting information with which a user (or client) can determine
its position in spacetime. The main characteristics of a rPS should be:
(i) it should determine the position of events in spacetime, not in space;
(ii) it should not assume synchronisation at a distance or positioning of initial conditions;
(iii) it should define a coordinate system which is not linked to Earth leaving it to the
clients the duty to transform it to a more familiar (as well as less fundamental)
Earth-based coordinate system.
Coll et al. analysed these rPSs and proposed a classification for them depending on their
characteristics. In their classification, a rPS is generic if can be built in any spacetime,
it is gravity free if one does not need to know the metric field to built it, it is immediate
if any event can compute its position in spacetime as soon as it receives the data from
transmitters.
Another important characteristic of rPS is being auto-locating, meaning that the user is
able not only to determine its position in spacetime, but also the position of the transmitters.
This can be achieved by allowing the transmitters to also receive the signals from other
clocks and mirroring them together with their clock reading.
The basic design investigated in5 is a cluster of atomic clocks based on satellites which
continuously broadcast the time reading of their clock together with the readings they
are receiving from the other clocks. Sometimes they argue the transmitters may be also
equipped with accelerometers or the users can be equipped with a clock themselves. In these
rPSs the user receives the readings of the transmitters’ clock, together with the readings
which each transmitter received from the others, for a total of m2 readings for m transmit-
ters. In these systems, the user may have no a priori knowledge of transmitter trajectories
which are determined by received data (sometimes assuming a qualitative knowledge of the
kind of gravitational field in which they move or whether they are free falling or subject to
other forces). As a matter of fact, one can define many different settings and investigate
what can be computed by the user depending on its a priori knowledge and assumptions.
For example, it has been shown that these rPS can be used to measure the gravitational
field; see10.
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These rPSs define a family of basic null coordinate systems (in dimension m an event
receiving the readings of m clocks can directly use, in some regions of spacetimes, these
readings as local coordinates). Coll and collaborators showed that one can consider settings
so that the rPS is at the same time generic, gravitational free and immediate. The user
in these rPSs is potentially able to define familiar (i.e. more or less related to the Earth)
coordinates, as well.
We should also to remark that there is a rich, sometime implicit, tradition of rPS. It goes
back to Ehlers-Pirani-Schild (EPS) who in 1972 proposed an axiomatics for gravitational
physics in which the differential structure of spacetime is defined by declaring that radar
coordinates are admissible coordinates; see11,12 and13. Earlier, Bondi and Synge used radar
coordinates as somehow preferred coordinates in GR (see14,15,17) though the tradition goes
back to SR as well as before radar was invented (see18–23). Of course, as Coll et al. noticed,
radar coordinates are not immediate, but, as essentially EPS showed, still they are generic
and gravity free.
In this paper, we shall investigate the issue further and propose an expanded classification
of rPS. In particular, we say that a rPS is chronal if it only uses clocks, simple if it is chronal
and users have no clock but they uniquely rely on transmitters’ clocks. We also say that
a rPS is instantaneous if a user is regarded as an event, not as a worldline, and it is still
able to determine immediately its position in spacetime. Moreover, we say that a rPS is
discrete if the signals used by the user are a discrete set of clock readings (as opposite to a
continuous stream of them). Finally, we say that a rPS is self-calibrating if it can function
without a calibrating phase, just as soon as it has broadcasted some generations of clock
readings, in particular without synchronising clocks sometime in the past, without tuning
initial conditions, without tracing transmitter geodesics by a mission control.
We shall discuss some settings which implement simple, instantaneous, discrete and self-
calibrating (as well as general, immediate and self-locating) rPS. We also discuss how the
users can explicitly find the coordinate transformation to familiar systems (e.g. inertial
coordinates in Minkowski, or (t, r) in Schwarzschild) since, even though null coordinates
are more fundamental, they are not practically useful for the typical GPS user (as well as,
doing that, one also proves that those classes of coordinates are also admitted by spacetime
differential structure).
Here we argue that being simple is important from a foundational viewpoint. Atomic
clocks are already complicated objects from a theoretical perspective. They can be ac-
cepted as an extra structure but that does not mean that one should accept other apparata
(e.g. accelerometers or rulers) as well. They sometimes can be defined in terms of clocks,
sometimes are even more difficult to be described theoretically, sometimes, finally, they
are simply ill-defined in a relativistic setting (as rulers are). Moreover, atomic clocks are
complex (as well as expensive) technological systems; while it is reasonable to disseminate a
small number of them keeping their quality high, it is not reasonable to impose each client
to maintain one of them without increasing costs and worsening quality.
Studying instantaneous and discrete rPS is interesting because it keeps the information
used to define the system finite. Coll and collaborators, for example, describe the clock
readings by functions. This does not really affect the analysis as long as the positioning is
done in null coordinates, but it essentially enters into the game when one wants to transform
null coordinates into more familiar ones (e.g. inertial coordinates in Minkowski spacetime).
We have to remark that clocks are essentially and intrinsically discrete objects. Regarding
them as continuous objects can be done by interpolation, which partially spoils their direct
physical meaning, as well as introduces approximation biases. As long as possible, also in
this case as for simple rPS, we prefer to adhere to simplicity.
Finally, self-calibrating rPS are a natural extension of self-positioning systems. If one has
a self-positioning systems there should be no need to trace the trajectories of transmitters
back in time. We believe it is interesting to explicitly keep track of how long back the
user needs to know the transmitters, both from a fundamental viewpoint and for later error
estimates, e.g. in case one wanted or needed to take into account anisotropies of the Earth’s
gravitational field. Of course, a self-calibrating rPS is also auto-locating. We can assume
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though that a self-calibrating system, if temporarily disturbed by a perturbation (e.g. a
transient force acting for a while), will detect the perturbation and go back into operational
automatically and with no external action as soon as the perturbation has gone.
We shall now discuss some simple examples which are thought relevant to illustrate
methods which apply to more realistic situations. In particular, we shall discuss the simple
cases of Minkowski space in dimension two and three (which corresponds to one and two
spatial dimensions plus one time dimension, respectively). We aim to check that dimension
two does not play an essential role and to give an idea on how to scale to higher dimensions.
In Minkowski we already know the form of the general geodesics and we can focus on simple,
discrete, instantaneous and self-calibrating rPS. We shall also consider 2d Schwarzschild
(i.e. one spatial dimension) case to check that flatness does not play an essential role. In fact,
in this case we shall introduce a method based on Hamilton Jacobi complete integrals, which
appears to be applicable more generally to higher dimensional spacetimes. We point out
that any Lorentzian manifold is locally not too different from the corresponding Minkowski
space, so that what we do can also be interpreted as a local approximation in the general
case. However, we shall not investigate here for how long such approximations would remain
valid.
We also remark that, in Minkowski space (as well as in Schwarzschild) one has Killing
vectors, and if one drags the client and all the clocks along an isometric flow, then the
whole sequence of signals is left invariant. Accordingly, when Killing vectors are present,
obviously, one cannot determine the position of anything, since all positions are determined
up to an isometry, and one can use this to set one clock in a given simple form (e.g. at rest).
In Section II, we shall consider the simple case of Minkowski in dimension 2 (one spa-
tial plus one time). That is mainly to introduce notation and better present the main
ideas. In Section III, we consider the extension to dimension 3, with the aim of introduc-
ing further difficulties, though not curvature, yet. In Section IV, we briefly discuss how
would it be the theory in Minkowski spacetime of arbitrary dimension. In Section V, we
consider Schwarzschild spacetime in dimension 2 to check that situations where the curva-
ture is relevant (and consequently, with no affine structure) can be solved as well. This is
done by introducing methods based on symplectic geometry and Hamiltonian framework
which appear to be important even in more realistic situations. Finally, we briefly collect
perspectives for future investigations.
II. MINKOWSKI CASE IN DIMENSION 2
Let us assume the spacetime M to be flat and 2-dimensional. Although what we shall
discuss is intrinsic, let us use a system of Cartesian coordinates (t, x) to sketch objects.
Since there is no gravitational field, particles move along geodesics which are straight
lines
x− x∗ = β(t− t∗) − 1 < β < 1 (1)
while for light rays have |β| = 1, i.e.
x− x∗ = ±(t− t∗) (2)
In view of covariance, what we are saying is that free fall is expressed by first order
polynomials in the given coordinates (t, x). If we use polar coordinates (r, θ), free fall would
not be given by first order polynomials (such as r − r∗ = γ(θ − θ∗)). It would be rather
given by the same straight lines (e.g. x− x∗ = β(t− t∗)) expressed in the new coordinates,
i.e.
r sin(θ)− r∗ sin(θ∗) = β (r cos(θ)− r∗ cos(θ∗)) (3)
which are in fact the same curves.
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It is precisely because of this fact that here we are not using coordinates in an essential
way (and thus not spoiling covariance). We instead are just selecting a class of intrinsic
curves to represent free fall.
A clock is a parametrised particle world line
χ : R→M : s 7→ (t(s), x(s)) (4)
A standard clock is a clock for which the covariant acceleration aµ := x¨µ + Γµαβ x˙
αx˙β is
perpendicular to its covariant velocity x˙α (see13,24); in this case, and in Cartesian coordi-
nates, the acceleration is given by the second derivative (since Γµαβ = {g}µαβ and Christoffel
symbols are vanishing). Since the clock is moving along a straight line, then it is standard
iff the functions t(s), x(s) are linear in s. Hence the most general standard clock is
χ∗ : R→M : s 7→ (t = t∗ + αs, x = x∗ + αβs) (5)
Its covariant velocity χ˙∗ is constant and one can always set its rate α so that |χ˙∗|2 = −1 is
normalised. In that case, one sets ζ := αβ, so that |χ˙|2 = −α2 + ζ2 = −1 (⇒ α2− ζ2 = 1),
i.e.
α =
1√
1− ζ2 (6)
which is called a proper clock. A proper clock has 3 degrees of freedom since it is uniquely
determined by 4 parameters (t∗, x∗, α, ζ) with the relation (6).
Let us consider two proper clocks (χ0, χ1) in M corresponding to the parameters
(t0, x0, α0, ζ0) and (t1, x1, α1, ζ1). As we anticipated above the whole system has a Poincare´
invariance which can be fixed by setting χ0 : R → M : s 7→ (t = s, x = 0) (which still
leaves an invariance with respect to spatial reflections, which will be eventually used) and
consequently, χ1 : R→M : s 7→ (t = t1 + αs, x = x1 + ζs).
Before proceeding, let us once again explain which problem we intend to consider in the
following. The usual rPS would assume (t1, x1, α, ζ) to be known parameters fixed during
the calibration of the system. A client receiving the values of si (with i = 0, 1) from the
clocks at an event c = (tc, xc) is able to compute its position (tc, xc) as a function of the
signals (s0, s1).
The signals (s0, s1) are assumed to be coordinates on the spacetime manifolds, and one
can prove that the transition functions ϕ : (s0, s1) 7→ (t, x) are smooth, so that also (t, x)
are good coordinates on spacetime.
This case is particularly simple. The situation is described in Figure 1.
c = (tc, xc)
 0
t
x
 1
p1
p0
1
FIG. 1. messages (s0, s1) exchanged from the clocks to the client. The empty circles are the events
when the clocks have been reset.
One can follow Fig. 1 and readily compute that
s0 = tc − xc s1 = (xc − x1) + (tc − t1)
α+ ζ
(7)
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which can be readily solved for (tc, xc) to get
tc =
1
2
((α+ ζ)s1 + s0 + t1 + x1)
xc =
1
2
((α+ ζ)s1 − s0 + t1 + x1)
(8)
Accordingly, one can define the coordinates (t, x) := (tc, xc) as above. Equations (8)
define transition functions between coordinates (s0, s1) and (t, c), which are regular being
polynomial.
Let us remark that here (t1, x1, α, ζ) are treated as known parameters.
Our problem in the following, will be to show that if we promote (t1, x1, α, ζ) to be un-
knowns of the problem together with (tc, xc), and we add a whole past sequence of readings
(see Figure 2 below), then we are still able to solve the system and use the infinite redun-
dancy to check the assumptions of the model (e.g. that the gravitational field is vanishing,
that the clocks are free falling, that the clocks are identical proper clocks, . . . ).
Before sketching the solution we need to introduce some notation which will be useful
later in higher dimensions when drawing diagrams as in Figure 1 and 2 will become difficult.
First, we shall use the affine structure on Minkowski space, so that the difference P −Q of
two points P,Q ∈ M denotes a vector (tangent to M at the point Q and) leading from Q
to P . On the tangent space the Minkowski metric induces inner products so that we can
define a pseudonorm (P −Q) · (P −Q) = |P −Q|2 so that the vector P −Q is lightlike iff
|P −Q|2 = 0.
Secondly, if we have k clocks, namely χ0, χ1, . . . , χk−1, we shall have an infinite sequence
of events along them, namely p0, p1, p2, . . . . Our naming convention will be that the point
pn is along the clock χi iff n modk = i and pi will be at a later time than pi+k.
c = (tc, xc)
 0
t
x
 1
p1
p0
p3
p2
p5
p4
p7
1
FIG. 2. past messages (s0, s1, s2, s3, s4, . . . ) exchanged from the clocks to the client.
Here in Figure 2 we have k = 2 so that p0, p2, p4, . . . are events on χ0, while p1, p3, p5, . . .
are events along χ1.
Then the segments c− p0, c− p1, p2 − p1, p3 − p0, . . . are all light rays so that one has
|c− p0|2 = 0 |c− p1|2 = 0
|p2 − p1|2 = 0 |p3 − p0|2 = 0 . . .
(9)
The clock reading at the event pi will be denoted by si. Each clock will be mirroring all
signals it receives at pi from the other clock(s) in addition to the value si of its reading at
that event. Accordingly, the client will receive the whole sequence (s0, s1, s2, s3, s4, . . . ).
Finally, in 2d, Figure 2 is enough to describe the whole convention setting. However, in
higher dimensions such pictures will be difficult to read. For this reason, we replace the
description by a graph as in Figure 3. In these graphs, all lines represent a set of equations
such as (9).
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C
p0
p1p2
p3…
…
FIG. 3. graph representing the same situation in Figure 2.
Now one can check that equations
|p2 − p1|2 = 0 |p3 − p0|2 = 0
|p4 − p3|2 = 0 |p5 − p2|2 = 0
(10)
admit solutions
α = α(si) ζ = ζ(si) t1 = t1(si) x1 = x1(si) (11)
with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and that one has α2 − ζ2 = 1.
Then one can use the first two equations
|c− p0|2 = 0 |c− p1|2 = 0 (12)
to solve for
tc = tc(si) xc = xc(si) (13)
Actually, by solving the system one gets eight solutions. Four of them are spurious
solutions since they do not satisfy the equations
|p4 − p7|2 = 0 |p5 − p6|2 = 0 (14)
The remaining four solutions then identically satisfy all the following equations.
Finally, if our assumptions about free fall are accurate, the remaining equations are
identically satisfied.
To be precise one obtains multiple solutions (as we discussed above we are left with four
solutions) but the correct solution can be selected by checking that all the vectors
c− p0, c− p1, p1 − p2, p0 − p3, p3 − p4, p2 − p5, . . . (15)
are future directed. This reduces the solutions to two.
To find the unique solution, we can utilize Poincare´ invariance. We have already used the
boost invariance to adjust the clock χ0. However, we have a residual invariance with respect
to spatial reflections. We could have originally used this to keep x1 ≥ 0. This condition can
now be used to select a unique solution between the two residual solutions of the system.
In other words, by using the signals (s0, . . . , s5) one is able to uniquely determine both
the clock parameters (α, ζ, t1, x1) and the client position in spacetime (tc, xc). There is
no need of clock calibration or synchronisation. Of course, this means that the infinite
sequence (s0, s1, s2, . . . ) is not independent. Actually, we can compute allowed sequences in
a simulation phase in which we assume (α, ζ, t1, x1, tc, xc) as parameters, and we compute
the signals (s0, s1, s2, . . . ) by using equations (10), (12), (14), . . .
Then we start the positioning phase, in which we consider those signals as parameters,
and we determine the unknowns (α, ζ, t1, x1, tc, xc), so that the positioning phase essentially
deals with the inversion of what is done in simulation mode.
Let us finally remark that when we prove that the particular system of inertial coordinates
(t, x) is allowed, then consequently, any other inertial coordinate system is allowed as well.
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We can also add an unexpected acceleration a to the clock χ1 = (t1 +αs, x1 + ζs+
1
2as
2)
while computing the signals to be transmitted to the client. If the client does not know
about the acceleration and it keeps assuming (wrongly this time) that the clock is free
falling, then one can show that the client can still determine the parameters of the clock,
but this time the constraint α2− ζ2 = 1 and the redundant equations cannot be identically
satisfied. This shows that the client is potentially able to test the assumptions we made
and to self-diagnose their break down.
If the acceleration dies out, as soon as the transmitters exchange a few signals the system
manages to satisfy the constraints and it becomes operational again. That shows the rPS
to be self-calibrating.
III. MINKOWSKI IN DIMENSION 3
When we consider Minkowski spacetime in dimension three the situation becomes more
complicated and one needs to think about what is going on in order to apply the simple
program we presented in dimension two.
In dimension three we consider three proper clocks χi, with i = 0, 1, 2. Each has five
degrees of freedom, an initial position (ti, xi, yi) and an initial direction given by (αi, ζi, ξi)
obeying the constraint α2i −
(
ζ2i + ξ
2
i
)
= 1.
One can still use the Poincare´ invariance to set the first clock to be χ0 : s 7→ (s, 0, 0),
though one still has two clocks χ1, χ2 and will have to deal with signals back and forth
between them (which will turn out to be coupled quadratic equations, compared with two
dimensions where each equation contained only the parameters of one clock at a time).
Moreover, in dimension two one has only two light rays through any event and each of them
goes to a clock, while in dimension three one has infinitely many light rays through an event
and one has to select the one intersecting a clock.
Finally, in two dimension when Poincare´ invariance is used to fix the 0th clock we are
left with a discrete residual invariance with respect to spatial reflections. On the other
hand, in dimension three, one is left with a 1-parameter rotation group (as well as spatial
reflections), i.e. with O(2), which can be used to set y1 = 0 and x1 ≥ 0.
However, by applying extra care to these facts, one can still show that the unknowns
which in our case are now (t1, x1, y1, α1, ζ1, ξ1, t2, x2, y2, α2, ζ2, ξ2) can be computed from
the signals and the constraints α2i −
(
ζ2i + ξ
2
i
)
= 1. The redundancy and the Poincare´ fixing
described above can be used to select a unique solution; the further redundancy is used to
check assumptions.
C
p0 p1
p7
p2
p8p3 p6p4 p5
…
p13p12p14p9 p19p15p11p10 p20p18p17p16
FIG. 4. graph representing the signals in 3-dimensional Minkowski space.
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To do that, we used the scheme of signals shown in Figure 4. We first use the equations
|p0 − p4|2 = 0 |p1 − p3|2 = 0 |p4 − p9|2 = 0
|p3 − p10|2 = 0 |p6 − p16|2 = 0 |p7 − p18|2 = 0
α21 −
(
ζ21 + ξ
2
1
)
= 1
(16)
which just depend on (t1, x1, y1, α1, ζ1, ξ1), to determine the parameters of the first clock.
Since three of them are not independent, one has two extra parameters, a sign 1 = ±1
and an angle ω1 which are left undetermined and will be fixed later on. Similarly, we used
equations
|p0 − p5|2 = 0 |p2 − p6|2 = 0 |p5 − p12|2 = 0
|p3 − p11|2 = 0 |p8 − p15|2 = 0 |p6 − p17|2 = 0
α22 −
(
ζ22 + ξ
2
2
)
= 1
(17)
which depend on (t2, x2, y2, α2, ζ2, ξ2), to determine the parameters of the second clock,
leaving two parameters, again a sign 2 = ±1 and an angle ω2 undetermined due to relations
of the equations.
Then one has the extra equations representing signals between the clocks χ1 and χ2
|p1 − p8|2 = 0 |p2 − p7|2 = 0 |p4 − p14|2 = 0
|p5 − p13|2 = 0 |p8 − p19|2 = 0 |p7 − p20|2 = 0
(18)
Using these equations (and depending on the four possibilities for (1, 2)) we can determine
ω1 − ω2, thus leaving only ω2 undetermined. This fact accounts for the residual Poincare´
invariance which can be used to set y1 = 0 and x1 ≥ 0. We note that two of the four
possibilities for (1, 2) need to be abandoned because they are incompatible with these
equations.
Finally, two solutions are found, only one of which agrees with the gauge fixing x1 ≥ 0.
Thus, also in this case, the client is able to determine the parameters of the clocks uniquely.
Once the clocks are known, one can use the equations
|C − p0|2 = 0 |C − p1|2 = 0 |C − p2|2 = 0 (19)
to determine the client position (tc, xc, yc). In this case, one needs to solve equations on a
one by one basis, in a wisely chosen order, to control the details of the procedure.
IV. MINKOWSKI IN GENERAL DIMENSION
In a Minkowski spacetime of dimension m we consider m proper clocks (χ0, . . . , χm−1).
We fix Poincare´ invariance setting the first clock to be χ0 = (s, 0, . . . , 0). We are left with a
spatial residual invariance parametrised by O(m− 1) which we shall need to fix the gauge.
Each clock receives (m−1) signals from the other clocks and the graph analogous to that
in Figure 4 becomes of order m. In fact, in the graph representing the messages exchanged
in dimension m, each node will receive m− 1 edges, each representing an incoming message
(and an equation to be satisfied) and emit one edge representing the message broadcast by
that clock. The node representing the client is exceptional, since it receives m signals from
the clocks and it does not emit, hence appearing as the root of the graph.
Thus the graph accounts for
σ := m+m(m− 1) +m(m− 1)2 = m(m2 −m+ 1) (20)
signals. To each of these signals there is an associated equation.
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The signals exchanged between χ0 and χi are in fact 2m (for any i = 1..m) which, together
with the constraint α2i −
(
ζ2i1 + ζ
2
i2 + · · ·+ ζ2i(m−1)
)
= 1, partially fixes the parameters of
the clock χi.
Then one has 2m equations for any pair (χi, χj) to freeze the relative parameters. Thus
one has
m+ 2m
(
m
2
)
= m+ 2m
m(m− 1)
2
=
= m(m2 −m+ 1) ≡ σ
(21)
signals as discussed above. The client position can be computed once the parameters of the
clocks have been determined.
V. SCHWARZSCHILD IN DIMENSION 2
This Section is an attempt to utilize the procedure described in the previous Sections on
a curved spacetime. We are not endowing the model with any physical meaning; gravity is
sometimes considered trivial in dimension two, since Einstein equations are identically sat-
isfied. However, probably one could argue for a meaning as radial solutions in 4-dimensional
Schwarzschild spacetime. In fact, the Minkowski cases we studied above are vulnerable to
two different concerns:
1) we extensively used the affine structure of Rn to write the equations to identify light
rays;
2) the metric is flat; thus, the Lagrangian for geodesics has an extra first integral (the
conjugate momentum to x which is cyclic).
In both cases, we should check that we are able to perform the computation on a more
general curved spacetime, otherwise what we have done above would be restricted to SR.
Let us try the metric
g = −A(r)dt2 + dr
2
A(r)
A(r) := 1− 2m
r
(22)
which corresponds to the Lagrangian for the geodesics
L =
√
A
(
dt
ds
)2
− 1
A
(
dr
ds
)2
ds =
√
A2 − r˙2
A
dt (23)
There are some reasons to prefer this Lagrangian to the ordinary quadratic one. First of
all, this is invariant with respect to re-parameterisations. The quadratic Lagrangian is not
and is valid only when one parametrises with proper time. However, the physical motions are
represented by trajectories in spacetime, not by parametrised curves. The parameter along
the curve (any parameter, including the proper time) is introduced as a gauge fixing of this
invariance and just to use the variational machinery introduced in mechanics. Accordingly,
a Lagrangian which accounts for re-parameterisations is better than one which does not,
exactly as a gauge invariant dynamics is better than one which is written in a fixed gauge.
Secondly, we shall use it for both particles and light rays. If proper time is an available
gauge fixing for particles, it is not for light rays. Thus, this choice of Lagrangian allows us
to discuss light rays on an equal footing with particles.
Thirdly, one can always fix the gauge later on: the use of this Lagrangian is not a
restriction.
The solutions of this Lagrangian are geodesic trajectories. Of course, one can try and
solve its Euler-Lagrange equation analytically, although obtaining this solution strongly
relies on the specific form of the metric.
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Instead, we try and develop a method to find geodesics relying on first integrals and
Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) method. This method works on any spacetime which allows separa-
tion of variables for the corresponding HJ equation (which are classified; see25,26). Once a
complete integral of the HJ equation is known (which may be obtained by the method of
separation of variables) then solutions are found (only) by inverting functions.
A. Hamiltonian formalism
The momentum associated to the Lagrangian (23) is
p =
∂L
∂r˙
= − r˙√
A(A2 − r˙2) ⇐⇒ r˙ = −
pA
√
A√
1 +Ap2
(24)
which corresponds to the Hamiltonian
H = −
√
A
√
1 +Ap2 (25)
The corresponding HJ equation is
−
√
A
√
1 +A (W ′)2 = E ⇐⇒ W ′ = ∓
√
E2 −A
A
(26)
where prime denotes the derivative with respect to r.
The complete integral for HJ is hence
S(t, r;E) = −Et∓
∫ √
E2 −A
A
dr (27)
B. The evolution generator
For later convenience we would like to express it as a function of the initial condition, i.e.
F (t, r; t0, r0) =S(t, r)− S(t0, r0) =
=− E · (t− t0)∓
∫ r
r0
√
E2 −A
A
dr
(28)
which will be called the evolution generator (once we eliminate E); see also the concept of
world function introduced in15 which is a different though equivalent object and see also
Benenti16 for the symplectic framework.
The evolution generator contains the information for finding the general solutions of
Hamilton equations, i.e. general geodesic trajectories. In fact, one has
− ∂F
∂E
= − ∂S
∂E
(t, r) +
∂S
∂E
(t0, r0) = P − P0 = 0 (29)
which is zero since the momentum P conjugate to E is conserved, S being a solution of the
HJ equation.
In principle, one could use this equation to obtain E(t, r; t0, r0) and replace it above to
obtain the evolution generator F (t, r; t0, r0).
Once the evolution generator has been determined, we can determine the geodesic tra-
jectory passing through (t, r) and (t0, r0) by computing{
p = ∂F∂x
p0 = − ∂F∂x0
(30)
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where p0 is the initial momentum to be selected so that the geodesics will eventually pass
through (t, r) while p is the momentum when it arrives at (t, r). Equivalently, one can use
the inverse Legendre transform (24) to obtain the initial and final velocities.
Accordingly, the flow of the transformations Φt−t0 : (t0, r0) 7→ (t, r) is canonical and
describes completely the geodesic flow.
One can use this method to obtain again the geodesics in Minkowski space (setting A = 1),
this time without resorting to the affine structure but using the manifold structure only.
In the Schwarzschild case, one can solve the integral (28). However, the resulting equa-
tions (29) turn out to be too complicated to be solved for E. Consequently, we need to
learn how to go around this issue. For our Schwarzschild–like solution, i.e. for A = 1− 2mr ,
we can introduce a dimensionless variable r = 2mρ to obtain
F (t, r;t0, r0) = −E · (t− t0)+
∓ 2m
∫ ρ= r2m
ρ0=
r0
2m
√
ρ
√
(E2 − 1)ρ+ 1
ρ− 1 dρ
(31)
The limit to lightlike geodesics is obtained by letting r˙ → ±A(r), which corresponds to
p→ ∓∞, which in turn corresponds to the limit E → −∞.
Thus, for light rays, we are interested in the solutions of (29) which diverge to −∞. Given
a clock γ : s 7→ (t(s), r(s)) and an event (tc, rc), if we want to determine a light ray going
from the clock to the event, we should determine s = s∗ on the clock so that there is a
lightlike geodesic from (t, s) = (t(s∗), r(s∗)) to (t0, r0) = (tc, rc) so that for these values the
corresponding E(t, r; t0, r0) diverges.
Even though the explicit form of E(t, r; t0, r0) is hard to find we can make the substitution
E = 1/ in the equation (29) and then take the limit  → 0−, i.e. take the limit through
negative values of .
In the Schwarzschild case, we obtain for (29)
(t− t0)∓
(
r − r0 + 2m ln
(
r − 2m
r0 − 2m
))
+O() = 0 (32)
the two signs corresponding to ingoing and outgoing geodesic trajectories. This allows a
divergent solution (i.e.  = 0) iff
t− t0 = ±
(
r − r0 + 2m ln
(
r − 2m
r0 − 2m
))
(33)
Once we fix the initial condition (t0, r0), this provides an implicit definition t(r) of the
lightlike geodesics trajectories through it, parametrised by r. Thus, in view of separation
of variables, HJ method provides us with an exact, analytical, description of light rays as a
result of a single integral.
Moreover, before taking the limit to E → −∞, this is also a good description of particles
which we can use to describe the motion of transmitters. For −1 < E ≤ 0 one has bounded
motions, while for E ≤ −1 one has unbounded motions.
The bounded motions have a maximal distance they reach before falling in again. This
is obtained by conservation of E as the value of r = rM such that
E2 = A(rM ) (34)
and then one has directly the two branches of the motion as
r˙2 = A2
(
1− A
E2
)
⇐⇒ t− tM = ∓E
∫ r
rM
dr
A
√
E2 −A (35)
This suggests to use r as a parameter along each branch and in fact it allows us to keep the
result analytic and exact.
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The unbound motions can be either ingoing or outgoing. In both cases, one can use the
parameter r along the whole motion.
Thus we can fix two transmitters (let us consider, for example, a bound clock χ0 and an
unbound outgoing clock χ1) and a client in between them; see Figure 5. We can trace back
light rays exchanged by the clocks and eventually to the client, obtaining what is shown in
Fig. 5.
c = (tc, xc)
 0
t
x
 1
p1
p0
p3
p2
p5
p4
p7
1
FIG. 5. Simulation phase for 2d Schwarzschild.
In this way we are able to find exactly the points (p0, p1, p2, p3, . . . ) at which the signals
are emitted by the clocks and the corresponding clock readings (s0, s1, s2, s3, . . . ). In other
words, we can, also in this case, exactly model the simulation phase in the 2d Schwarzschild
case.
If the client does not assume the correct gravitational field and is instructed to find its
position anyway, the constraints turn out to be violated. In principle, the client can say
that the transmitters are not moving as they would be expected in Minkowski space. Thus
system is self-calibrating.
However, in Schwarzschild spacetime, the positioning phase is much more difficult to be
performed. We have a system of equations to be solved and, of course, we can check that
the parameters used in simulation modes do verify them. However, we cannot show without
actually solving the system, for example, that the solution is unique or that we are able to
select it among the solutions as the real position.
Let us take the opportunity to explain a different strategy to solve the system which shows
quite generally that one does not actually need to solve the system in positioning system,
provided we can perform the simulation phase efficiently, for generic enough parameters.
The idea is to transform the solution of a system
f0(x0, x1, . . . , xn) = a0
f1(x0, x1, . . . , xn) = a1
. . .
fk(x0, x1, . . . , xn) = ak
(36)
where (a0, a1, . . . , ak) are the signals predicted in simulation mode, into a search for the
minima of an auxiliary function χ2
χ2(x0, x1, . . . , xn) =
k∑
i=0
(fi(x0, x1, . . . , xn)− ai)2 (37)
chosen so that the minima of χ2 are achieved exactly on the solutions of the system.
There are quite a number of tools developed to find minima since that is used for fits.
We used MultiNest (see27–29), a powerful Bayesian inference tool developed for an highly
efficient computation of the evidence by producing and analysing the posterior samples from
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the distributions with (an unknown number of) multiple modes and pronounced degenera-
cies between the parameters. Relying on the posterior distribution provided by the software
we are able to detect the presence of more than one solutions and calculate them. Hence
to solve the system we just need to be able to compute the functions fi(x0, x1, . . . , xn)
for arbitrary values of the parameters (x0, x1, . . . , xn), which is what we learnt to do in
positioning phase and then MultiNest is able to explore the parameter space to look for
minimal and best fit values, which for us are best approximations of the solutions of the
system. After that, as we said previously, one can check that there are many modes (as it
happens when more solutions are present) by just analysing the posterior distribution.
In the Schwarzschild case, for parameters two clocks χ0 = (t0 = 40, x0 = 4, v0 = − 38 ) and
χ1 = (t1 = −40, x1 = 4, v1 = 1748 ), the first falling in, the second going out, with a mass
m = 1 and a client at c = (tc = 60, xc = 15) we can compute the first 16 signals
s0 = 1.159156591 s1 = 71.51766019
s2 = −11.26675255 s3 = 46.96574042
s4 = −21.45717682 s5 = 41.97205382
s6 = −23.59547256 s7 = 37.62526214
s8 = −25.46320683 s9 = 36.70632744
s10 = −25.85844196 s11 = 35.90306640
s12 = −26.20396026 s13 = 35.73306272
s14 = −26.27709250 s15 = 35.58442173
(38)
The corresponding posterior distributions generated by MultiNest are shown in the tri-
angular plots in Figure 6. The first triangular plot used only the first 10 signals, the second
used 16 signals. In both cases MultiNest found one mode (solution) only, determining the
unknown parameters correctly.
We can see that the solution is unique and that we have a decent localisation.
Of course, we have not optimised anything here, the client can restrict heuristically the
region to scan for solutions using its past positions and one can tune precisions to improve
localisations, or drop MultiNest for a simpler minimiser if is not interested in posterior
distributions.
In this example, we can be nasty and not inform the client about the actual value of m,
leaving it free to be fitted, that the clocks were unbounded, that the clock χ0 was ingoing
and the clock χ1 was outgoing. This information is obtained by the fit result.
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FIG. 6. Triangular plots for two different simulations starting with the same parameters. The mass
m is fixed to m = 1. The first plot uses ten signals, the second sixteen.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We showed that one can define a rPS system without resorting to rulers and synchro-
nisation at a distance so that it is simple, instantaneous, discrete, and self-calibrating, in
the sense defined above. We considered cases in dimension two and three, flat or curved
spacetimes.
This setting perfectly integrates with the EPS framework and axioms as well as with
the framework introduced by Coll and collaborators. As it happens in EPS, everything
is produced by starting from the worldlines of particles and light rays. In view of what
we proposed above, we can also define coordinates (in addition to conformal structure and
projective structure) which are a better bridge with the conventions used, e.g., in physics.
If Coll and collaborators focus on positioning, in this paper we considered the problem
from a different perspective. From a foundational viewpoint, it is generally recognised that
GR is the most fundamental layer of our description of classical phenomena. Since in most
experiments we need to use coordinates and positioning of events, we should be able to do
that before we start investigating the detailed properties of spacetime, of physical fields,
and the evolution of the universe.
From this viewpoint rPSs have an important foundational relevance, since they are a
prerequisite to experiments. The more they are considered fundamental the less detail can
be used to design them. In particular, being self-locating and self-calibrating are important
characteristics just because in principle they do not require that we model the motion of
satellites from mission control. This is obtained by considering the parameters governing
clocks (their initial conditions) as unknown parameters instead of fixing them as control
parameters.
As the unknown parameters grow in number, one clearly needs more data to solve for
them. The available data can be increased by different strategies. We can add clocks (since
the unknown parameters grow linearly with the number of clocks, while the exchanged
signals grow quadratically) or we can go back in time considering and mirroring signals
exchanged by the clocks.
However, adding the first signals exchanged by the clocks is insufficient to solve for all
unknown parameters. Coll et collaborators directly resorted to a continuous flow of data
which also simplifies the analysis. This approach relies on the inversion of functions which
is notoriously problematic in general. We instead showed that one can go back in discrete
steps as described in Figure 2 and 5, keeping the sequence of signals discrete and using a
finite sequence to solve for the unknown parameters and the others as constraints to check
accuracy of the assumptions. One advantage in our design is that the positioning itself
uses just the first few generations of signals (one can estimate looking back in time for say
one second). Older signals are used only for checking the assumptions, i.e. for measuring
whether the gravitational field agrees with what is assumed. Accordingly, one can also argue
that perturbations of the gravitational field become relevant for positioning only when they
are measurable within 1s. We believe this setting is a good compromise between simplicity
of design and effectiveness.
Again from a foundational viewpoint it is interesting to note, and worth further investi-
gation, that rPSs potentially can be used to measure the gravitational field. Theoretically,
they can be used in a gravitational theory, possibly different from standard GR, as a tool
to produce observable quantities. Since they are well integrated with the generally covari-
ant framework, they are candidates to pinpoint differences between different theories on an
observational grounds, namely to design experiments to compare gravitational theories.
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